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9 books in 1 — with hundreds of examples in full color!   

   Your picture-perfect guide to using all the cool features of Photoshop CS3   

   Whether you're new to Photoshop, want to take your skills up a notch, or want to quickly take advantage of the new features and enhancements in Photoshop CS3, you've come to the right place. Nine easy-to-follow minibooks cover Photoshop fundamentals plus the newest tools and techniques. "Putting It Together" exercises give you hands-on experience. This is your one-stop guide to Photoshop.   

   

	Specify size and resolution    
	
       Correct contrast, color, and clarity    

    
	
       Create top-notch selections    

    
	
       Composite images with layers and blending modes    

    
	
       Make adjustments with levels and curves    

    
	
       Prep graphics for print or the Web    

    


About the Author
   
Barbara Obermeier is the principal of Obermeier Design, a graphic design studio in California specializing in print and Web design. She is currently a Visual Communication faculty member at Brooks Institute of Photography.
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XNA 3.0 Game Programming Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in XNA)Apress, 2009
When Microsoft released XNA in December 2006, it immediately became clear that this new technology would have a major impact on the possibilities for game developers. XNA was designed from the ground up with ease of use in mind, while not sacrificing performance or capabilities to achieve this goal. As a bonus, any game you create in XNA for the PC...
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Clusters in Nuclei, Volume 3 (Lecture Notes in Physics)Springer, 2013

	Following the pioneering discovery of alpha clustering and of molecular resonances, the field of nuclear clustering is today one of those domains of heavy-ion nuclear physics that faces the greatest challenges, yet also contains the greatest opportunities. After many summer schools and workshops, in particular over the last decade, the...
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Energy Investing DeMystified: A Self-Teaching GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2013

	FUEL your portfolio with SMART ENERGY INVESTING


	ELECTRICITY. BIO-FUELS. NATURAL GAS. OIL. They power the world. And if you know what you're doing, they can power your investment portfolio.


	Energy Investing DeMYSTiFieD provides the information, insight, and tools you need to immediately start investing in...
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We See It All: Liberty and Justice in an Age of Perpetual SurveillancePublicAffairs, 2021

	
		This investigation into the legal, political, and moral issues surrounding how the police and justice system use surveillance technology asks the question: what are citizens of a free country willing to tolerate in the name of public safety?

	As we rethink the scope of police power, Jon Fasman’s chilling examination...
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Arabic For Dummies (Language & Literature)For Dummies, 2006
Your survival guide for everyday words and expressions   

   

   Your fun and friendly guide to Modern Standard Arabic   

   This unintimidating guide will help you start speaking Modern Standard Arabic — beginning today! Whether you're a student, a traveler, or you work in business...
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Air Quality Assessment & ManagementSpon Press, 2001

	This book primarily describes how to undertake air quality assessment and management studies at the project level, and
	therefore details basic concepts, techniques, methodologies and practices.


	The book reviews the principles of air quality assessment and management; primary sources of air pollution; air pollution
	effects on...
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